Surface Stiffness--a Parameter for Sensing the Chirality of Saccharides.
Surface stiffness is considered a key parameter for designing high-performance implantable materials and artificial extracellular matrices because of its substantial effects on cell behavior. How to transform biomolecule recognition events, particularly chiral recognition, into stiffness change on material surfaces is biologically essential but very challenging for chemists. Here, we report a chirality-triggered stiffness transition on a smart polymer film, which consists of flexible polyethylenimine (PEI) main chains grafted with dipeptide units capable of discriminating chiral monosaccharides. The polymer film became substantially softer after interacting with L-ribose and became more rigid after interacting with D-ribose (the basic building block of DNA and RNA). This chiral effect provides a new method for determining the enantiomeric purity of an L/D-ribose mixture and facilitates the chiral separation of deoxyribose racemates as well as the separation of diverse mono-, di-, and oligosaccharides. These are three puzzle problems in carbohydrate chemistry. Furthermore, taking advantage of the significant differences in the surface stiffness, the proliferation of fibroblast cells on the polymeric surfaces can also be regulated by chiral biomolecules.